Workshop on
SPANISH GOLDEN AGE DANCE
by ANA YEPES

in Vienna, Austria
Saturday 18th April 2020/
Sunday 19th April 2020:
9,30am–12,00pm/1,30pm-3,00pm for advanced additionally 3,15pm-5,15pm
(4 hours + 2 hours) a day

Program:


Introduction of some basic Spanish Golden Age dance steps



Practice of various choreographic variations of Jácara and Spanish Gallarda



practice and use of castanets for our variations

This workshop presents the Spanish baroque dance style. We will learn the basic steps and some
variations of Jácara and of the Spanish Gallarda. The Jácara is the sister of the Zarabanda and is the
origin of some Flamenco dances like Alegrías. The Spanish Gallarda is very interesting because it is
really in between the Renaissance one and the French Baroque one, and allows us to understand its
evolution.
It is addressed to students of different levels. For those who already have some experience, the
workshop is a continuation of the practice and an opportunity to get deeper into the style. Those who
never tried this style are also welcome.
Students who play castanets or who would like to learn are invited to bring their own.
Ana Yepes teaches Spanish baroque dance according to the Spanish treatises by Esquivel Navarro,
Discursos sobre el Arte del Danzado, Sevilla 1642, by Juan Antonio Jaque, El libro de danzar, XVII century,
Domingo Gonzalez, Escuela por lo bajo (XVIIème), Novelli, Choregraphie, 1708, and by Pablo Minguet,
Explicación del danzar a la española, Madrid, 1737. Her work on technique and interpretation, as well as
the warm-up she proposes are also essential elements of her teaching.

Cost
workshop basic level (8 hours)

€ 110,00

workshop advanced level (12 hours) € 160,00

inscriptions before February 12th

€ 90,00

inscriptions before February 12th € 135,00

The number of students will be limited, admission will be on a first-come first serve basis.

Studio Location

more information:

dancearts
Rennweg 79-81
1030 Vienna, Austria

www.zeitentanz.at

